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K E L L Y  " L U Z E "  C O V I N G T O N :  T H E
A M B A S S A D O R  O F  U R B A N  A R T
B y  T i m u r  A .  D a v i s  

Kelly "Luze" Covington is an astute

student of the sacred of art of Graffiti and

its tremendous impact on Hip-Hop Culture

through the world.  Luze is known and

respected throughout the graffiti world

since he embarked tagging in 1981.  He

was raised in Amsterdam Houses,  a

housing project established in the

borough of Manhattan in 1948.  The

project consists of 13 buildings with over

1,000 apartment units.   In the early 1980s

during, the U.S. A. Reaganomics and

Recession, and the War on Drugs through

Urban America.   

and is recently involved in  Urban Art
projects the community at large
throughout the  City of New York , for
example  The Andrew Freedman Home  in
the Bronx, NY  hosted "From  The
Underground," an exhibition of work by
LUZE and fellow artist  Jose "SERVE "  Vega  
which depicts the legacy of Hip Hop in the
United States and thorough the world. 
 Kelly stays positively busy creating murals
at the renowned Tuff  City in  Bronx  NY 
 and  thorough out the Five Boroughs with 
 legends 
 

 

 

Luze was able to learn and study many

Grafitti legends and befriend noted

world reknown graffiti artists in the

such as Phil 167, Keo, West, Serve, Teal,

Doze, Risk, Zear, Ber (Porn),  Tame

(noted Hip Hop artist in the trio

Artifacts.  who are all affiliated   with  

 Luze is currently working as a

professional Set Designer,  who is

contractually employed by Netflix, and

various major film production

companies for his illustration skills.  He

also served as a Free Lance Artist/

Illustrator for independent and major

record labels 

RESPECTED  THROUGHOUT  THE  GRAFF IT I  WORLD

SINCE  HE  EMBARKED  ON  TAGGIN  IN  198 1

 Keo, Skeme, Teal, Serve and many
other artists,  engaging in diplomacy
with various grafitti crews with his
great personality and negotiation
skills. He is well respect beyond his
brilliant art skills and always ready
and willing to assist someone with
great advice and alternative in  the
time of  need. 
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MAL IQ  "PORNO "  GR I F F IN :  ART I S T  EXTRAOD INARE  

Ma l i q  G r i f f i n  and  T imu r  A .  Da v i s

Maliq Griffin is a Graffiti Artist, Illustrator,

and Graphic Designer, originally from

Newark, NJ, who has been exhibiting

professionally at art galleries such as the

Fun Gallery (NYC), City Without Walls cWow

Gallery, (Newark, NJ) and Eyejammie

Gallery (NYC) since 1984.  His portfolio

contains published illustrations for The

Source Magazine and various independent

record labels.  He has created artwork and

He currently resides in Warren County, NJ

and is a recent graduate of Montclair State

University's  Bachelor of

Animation/Illustration.  In addition, Maliq

mentored many young Urban Artists in the

City of Newark, NJ, Manhattan, NY, and

Philadelphia, PA with artistic and

professional advice  in industries such as:

Entertainment (Independent  and Major

Labels ) in reference to the expectations in

He has created artwork and merchandise

signage for Musicland, Son, MCA, BMG and

Polygram Music Distribution.  In the 1990s,

he served as Art Director for Prime Time

Merchandising and led a small team of

artists to supply graphic designs for Warner

Brothers, Turner Broadcasting, Coca-Cola

and Spencer Gifts for embroidered hats,

jackets and printed T-Shirts.  A master at

laying out event flyer designs with well over

1000 various color and black & white

images created from 1993 to present 

HIS  PORTFOL IO  CONTAINS  PUBL ISHED

ILLUSTRAT IONS  FOR  THE  SOURCE  MAGAZINE  AND

VARIOUS  INDEPENDENT  RECORD  LABELS

in the industry.  Many aspiring artists in the

urban environment did not have peers who

were able to coach them about

professional conduct.  He was able to

mentor and assist when needed.  Maliq is a

renowned artist and because of his

unconditional selflessness with  helping

others.



PROFILE

MALIQ GRIFFIN: LIFE OF A
PAINTER INTERVIEW

Maliq Griffin Painting
in Paterson, NJ at the

Jersey Masters
Mural, 2014  

 
 
Timur: What is your tag

name and some of the

crews you are associated

with during the early 80s

and who were some of your

influences in terms of

Graffiti? 

Porno:  When I first started

writing in the Fall of 83, I

was strictly into comic

books and was a fan of X-

Men artist John Byrne.

 

I knew it was close, but different
so I continued to write BURN
(with the John Byrne variation).
Later that year, I ventured out
to East Orange and saw tags
from Max 165 and “J. Byrne”
was also obviously a John Byrne
fan. I hadnʼt met either of them
yet, but I changed it to Dynasty
which was too long to tag, so I
sat down and played around
with the letters that I was most
comfortable tagging and
piecing.
 
 

OCTOBER 2019

When I first started writing

in the Fall of 83, I was

strictly into comic books

and was a fan of X-Men

artist John Byrne. 

 I  admired his signature

and used it as my tag. At

some point, I switched it up

from “BYRNE” to “BURN”.

Once I actually started

getting up more, I noticed

tags from Bernie, who was

writing with his partner

“Randy”, in the downtown

Newark and Central Ward

area.



 

The clothing (fashion) was what you made

it and was usually only available at shops in

the hood, not marketed in magazines and

sold in every shopping mall. Each element

had its own unwritten codes and rules that

were not to be broken. A person

participating in any of those elements had

to follow them to be considered authentic.

Once the industry and money infiltrated

those elements the rules went out the door

and it became reduced to a genre and no

longer a culture. There were breakers and

pop lockers doing their thing along with an

emcee keeping the crowd engaged in the

whole scene. 

 

making it more exclusive and unsaturated.

This was way before it became all about

“rap” and whoʼs the best lyricist.  Aside from

RunDMC and a handful of Russell Simmons

artists, there were no superstars. You could

catch dudes carrying boom boxes around,

blasting tapes from the radio shows and

neighborhood exclusive freestyles. The

clothing (fashion) was what you made it

and was usually only available at shops in

the hood, not marketed in magazines and

sold in every shopping mall. Each element

had its own unwritten codes and rules that

were not to be broken.

Timur: What was it like growing up
during the development of Hip Hop
Culture in terms of Music, Break
Dancing, and Graffiti? Wow, it was (in my

opinion) the best period for the culture

ever! It was still new to a lot of us and all of

the elements respected and

complemented each other. It hadnʼt
spread worldwide yet and was mainly a

New York thing with the rest of the tristate

and Philly fighting hard to be a part of it. 

 

 You could go to a graffiti (gallery) show

and there would be a live DJ or Hip Hop

music playing.  A person participating in

any of those elements had to follow them

to be considered authentic. Once the

industry and money infiltrated those

elements the rules went out the door and

it became reduced to a genre and no

longer a culture.

BEDROCK, NEWARK, NJ EARLY 1990s



Timur: Where there high crime,
violence, and gangs a writer needed to
worry about in the Subway train tracks
and how important was it to be
associated with a Graffiti crew? No

Porno: doubt, all of that was a part of

growing up in the inner city. Territorial

claim existed since the birth of the street

gang and so graffiti was no different. It

wasnʼt as widespread and random as the

colors problem that would peak on the

West coast, but it was more of way of

making sure that the claimed areas stayed

exclusive.

Timur: You worked with some the
biggest brands in the multimedia
industry such as Polygram, BMG, Sony
and others. How did Graffiti and
tremendous years of studying impact
your professional experience?  I tried to

approach everything with the same “no

biting” and “be original” concept when it

came to designing or creating for these

entities. If I did signage for music retail or

distribution companies, the lettering

structure, styles and techniques that I

learned from graffiti had no choice but to

be present.

Frustrated and attempting to avoid If you

werenʼt from there you had no business

making your mark there. Running with a

crew from that area usually established you

as a part of that sector and getting caught

tagging or bombing there if you werenʼt
down was considered a violation. If you got

checked and didnʼt know the right “ins” or

folks names to say, you could easily get

hurt (stabbed,shot) or catch a beat down.

My foam-core signs (something that was

popular among chain music stores in the

80s and 90s) always had graffiti elements

(letters, paint marker or spray paint)

incorporated in it. When art directing for

Prime Time licensed products, I worked

with a crew of graffiti writers so whether

the client was HBO, Looney Tunes or

Nickelodeon the influence was strong and

sometimes at the forefront.



Professional Illustrations 
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M E R C H A N D I S I N G

P R I S O N E R S :  W H O

R E A L L Y  P A Y S  F O R  T H E

P R I V A T I Z A T I O N  O F

P R I S O N E R S

The Prison Industrial Complex in the United
States of America is a multi-billion dollar
industry.   The  Prison Industry Complex
comprises  of the Federal, State, and Municipal
(Local)  jurisdiction that governs the statutory
laws governing citizens and prison inmates
(social and political prisoners).    The U.S.
annually spends  $39 billion dollars  to keep
the prisons operational in Federal and State
jurisdictions and $ 368 million dollars are in
each state of the U.S.   The system of penology
was further developed during the
Reconstruction Era after the Emancipation
Proclamation was passed to free African
American bondsmen and bondwomen, and
children (slaves).    The Confederate states of
the U.S. Southern states further developed
Black Codes and Slave Codes to re-enslave
Blacks through the Prison Industrial Complex.    
This strategy was used to develop an economy
for former white slave owners and other
politicians who detested the Emancipation
Proclamation and the Freedom of Slaves.   The
Confederate states were able to maneuver
such actions due to the clause in the 13th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, Abolition
of Slavery.

By Timur A. Davis  

 



Passed by Congress on January 31, 1865, and ratified on

December 6, 1865, the 13th amendment abolished

slavery in the United States and provides that "Neither

slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a

punishment for crime whereof the party shall have

been duly convicted, shall exist within the United

States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction."Today

there are more than 2.3 million convicted inmates who

are in the criminal justice system and 768,000 who are

on probation due to the growing demographics of

inmates in  institutional corrections (Prisons).   Some

of the remedies to the growing demographics of

inmates in  the criminal justice is the development of

Privatized Prisons which is not governed the same

federal and state statutory laws of “traditional” prisons

in the U.S.    Private Prisons such as Corrections

Corporation of America and Geo Group formerly of the

Wackenhut Securities Firm are contracted with

federal and state government agencies.  Private prison

companies typically enter into contractual

agreements with local, state, or federal governments

that commit prisoners and then pay a per diem or

monthly rate for each prisoner confined in the facility.

 

In 1984, CCA, was awarded a contract to run a

prison facility in Hamilton County, Tennessee for a

$200 million contract bid.    The bid was defeated

due to public outcry and protest in Hamilton

County, Tennessee.   Today, Private Prisons control

over 264 prison facilities with more than 100, 000

inmates in the United States of America the

questions one must ask are 1.  Are the inmates

being treated humanely in the private prisons?  2. 

 Are they undergoing inhumane torture and

punishment?  3.  Is this considered Neo-Slavery?

Private sector involvement in United States prisons

is not new — federal and state government have

had a long history of contracting out specific

services to private firms, including medical

services, food preparation, vocational training, and

inmate transportation. The 1980s, though, ushered

in a new era of prison privatization. With a

burgeoning prison population resulting from the

War on Drugs and increased use of incarceration,

prison overcrowding and rising costs became

increasingly problematic for local, state, and

federal governments. In response to this expanding

criminal justice system, private business interests

saw an opportunity for expansion, and

consequently, private-sector involvement in

prisons moved from the simple contracting of

services to contracting for the complete

management and operation of entire prisons.

 

The U.S. annually

spends $39 Billion

dollars to keep

prisons operational



KEVON GLICKMAN:
SUPER
ENTERTAINMENT
ATTORNEY

By Timur A. Davis 

Kevon Glickman  (born November 5, 1960) is an American music

producer and  entertainment lawyer  responsible for facilitating the

careers of platinum artists  The Fugees,  Lauryn Hill,  Wyclef

Jean, Cypress Hill, Kris Kross, Flo Rida, Rick Ross, Trina, among many

others. Glickman is currently principal at Offit Kurman, attorneys at

law and talent manager/digital mobile distributor for Blingnot

Media, LLC. Among many other accolades, Glickman is noted for the

highest selling hip hop album of all time, Fugees' "The Score".  

 

Previously, Glickman has represented  Rick Ross, whose first two

albums entered #1 on Billboard's Pop Album chart;  Trina, whose

fourth album recently entered # 1 on Billboard's R&B album chart;

and Flo Rida, whose single "Low" featuring T-Pain is the top single of

2008, spending 11 weeks at #1 on the pop singles chart and selling

the largest amount of digital downloads in history. During this time,

Glickman also settled lawsuits against Clive Davis/BMG on behalf of

Philadelphia Grammy winners,  The Delfonics, as well as copyright

suits against producers  Nate "Danjahands" Hill,  Timbaland,

and Warner/Chappell.
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WORE  TC5  I BM  XMEN  TDS

T imu r  A .  Da v i s

Timur: In what state did you start your
craft of graffiti and how long have you
been a practitioner of the craft?  Did you
start in High School and who were some
of your influences "Subway Art?”
Wore: I'm from Brooklyn NY. I started

writing in 1980 mostly in the streets of

Brooklyn, walls, buses, trucks, etc. I was in

JHS at the time. At that time my influences

were mostly from neighborhood writers of

the day (Subway Art was at least 4 years

(away).

 

 

 

I am a member of IBM, TC5, FC, TDS, XMEN,

X- Vandals and NTA respectfully. 

Timur:How many times were you an
artist participant in the Graffiti Hall of
Fame?
Wore: Unfortunately I only painted once in

the GHF.

 

Timur: How did you receive your tag
name WORE and did you go by any
other names prior to your current writer
pseudonym?  What graffiti crews are
you associated with?
Wore: When I first started writing I wrote

JOCKO then moved on to various other

names even my government name initials.

The in 1982 I started HS at the High school

of Art & Design in Manhattan ( a graffiti

school) and decided if I was gonna be a

real writer I needed a better name with

one syllable and letters I liked. So I kicked

around a few names and decided on

WORE ONE - 4 letters, so it wasn't too long

or too short, one syllable and it was real

word.

 

Timur: What was it like rocking a piece
on the train in the early 80s?  What
problems did a writer confronted with
rival crews in the subway tracks?  How
were differences settled in the early
80s?  How does it feel to be a true
“King” of Subway and Urban Art?
Wore: Going into the tunnels and yards

was a natural high to me, especially if I

bombed the hell out of it or did a piece.

We would also chill in the trains getting

fucked up while doing our thing. Then

continue the party into the next morning

back in the hood and reminisce about the

previous night.



There was always the possibility of running

into a rival crew or some writers who

thought they owned the yard or tunnel and

there were 3 choices- run, get robbed or

fight. Then there was the police threat of

getting raided and arrested ( cut my career

short) and the worst would be getting

killed by a train or the 600 volts of electric

running on the 3rd rail. Most graffiti issues

were resolved by fighting. Sometimes

senior members of the crews involved

would handle it in a less violent manner. I

first and for most am not a KING of

anything (maybe my house hold but you'd

have to ask my wife). I left the game in mid

to late 80s unfortunately cutting my career

short ( reasons stated earlier). I returned in

2013 because I always felt that I could have

and should have done more. So now I paint

legally and I love it. I've painted in many

cities of America and a few times in Europe.

I don't have to worry about all of the things

I stated above. I paint with really great

people who are fantastic artists that I learn

from and hope to continue until I physically

cant do it anymore.

 

 

 

 

 

Timur: Have you had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract work with
your acquired art skills i.e., album covers,
fashion merchandising etc, etc…

Wore: I do commission jobs when ever I can

get them. I've done signs, canvases, etc for

people over the years even when I was on a

hiatus from writing. I am also a traditional

fine artist. No major corporations though. I

had my work displayed in Lever House and

some municipal facilities mostly as a

teenager. I try to get involved in as many art

shows or graffiti events as possible.

Timur: Any words of advice to up and
coming graffiti artists?
Wore: What I would say to up and coming

graffiti artist is learn the history, appreciate

the people that came before them and

practice ,practice, practice. Learn how to

make those letters interact with each other,

allow them to move and flow, study graffiti

letter structure and develop your own from

there. Don't be afraid to try knew styles and

techniques. Learn how to use the tools of the

trade-spray paint, markers etc. Don't be a

BOOK MONSTER-get out there and paint!

Don't get arrested lol.

 

 





KEO FC XMEN TC5
 
 
 
 
 
 

KEO FC TC5 XMEN

 
KEO X-MEN is a bona-fide Brooklyn legend in the realm of NYC graffiti and hip
hop. KEO X-MEN came of age in the Brooklyn of the 1970s and learned his craft
in the tunnels and yards of the MTAs subway system. With an old school
aesthetic he continues to ingrain his charismatic signature into the tapestry of
urban art & pop culture. While also redefining classic graffiti styles into fresh
new work through his fine art and design outlets.
 
KEO’s unmistakable style has graced album covers for legendary Hip-Hop
artists from EPMD, to Wu-Tang, to MF.DOOM. His set design and scenic
painting has appeared in feature length films, music videos, and television
programs such as the MTV Awards. His graphics have been utilized on apparel
for clients such as NIKE, Supreme, Stussy, and Betsy Johnson.  
 
KEO has given private instruction to students age 9 thru 19 and loves to work
with youth, educators, and community groups, often donating his mural skills
to beautify under-served neighborhoods throughout the country.His work has
been shown in museums and galleries both State-side and abroad, and he has
been invited to participate in exhibitions from Brooklyn to Barcelona.
 

SPOTLIGHT ON LEGENDS

Photo provided by Keo FC TC5 XMEN 

Harlem Hall of Fall 2002
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DERRICK “NASIR” GRAHAM: BOXING
EXTRAORDINAIRE
BY TIMUR A. DAVIS

POSTMODERN
PAINTING. Stella

alternately paints in
oil and watercolor

 New Jersey Boxing Hall of Famer Nasir
Graham took the opportunity to highlight
the city’s expanding boxing program and
the importance of the sport in cities like
Newark. Under Barka’s and Graham’s
leadership, the program is currently
available to youth at three locations with
another gym on the way at JFK Recreation
Center.  Nasir is currently the Program
Coordinator/ Boxing Director of the City
of Newark, New Jersey who assist many
Newark residents with recreational
discipline. As a young lad, he had his
growing pains confronting the wrong side
of the law.  
 

At 18 years of age, he was a High School
dropout and going nowhere fast. He was in
a high speed car chase with NJ State Police
Troopers and which ended in a car crash
on New Jersey Turnpike.  Graham woke up
handcuffed in a hospital bed and realized
he needed to change immediately.  He
could not bear his  Mother’s tears when
she saw him shackled from his wrist to his
ankles in the courtroom.  Nasir was facing
10 years in prison, however; the Judge
sentenced him to four years probation. He
never looked back and positively changed
his life for himself and the betterment of
the overall constituents in the City of
Newark.   



Take a peek into a day

in the life of budding

artist Stella Young,

and how she improves

her craft

He is the father of noted Nasir Frederick
Graham aka Driikky Graham, an
American rapper following the success
of the single “Snapbacks & attoos”signed
to independent E1 Music and has a great
family relationship with his son.  Nasir
currently mentors many adolescents
and young adults in the fundamentals of
Boxing.  Prior to leading the City’s
Recreational Program, he was a Court
Building Administrator  for over sixteen
years.  Barry Carter, News Journalist for
Star Ledger News asserted the following
in reference to Nasir: “Sometimes, it's in
municipal court, where Graham has
worked 16 years.
 

But the sage advice often continues
after he leaves the job and walks
through the doors of Newark's Boylan
Street Recreation Center. His shirt and
tie come off. He's tapping his hands,
warming up on a heavy bag, then the
swivel bag, dancing about in beat-up
white boxing shoes.  Inside the rec
center, there's a boxing gym - a court
of its own kind -  that Graham uses to
tell the young fighters he trains to not
make the same mistakes he made in life.  
This is the place that gave him purpose,
a place where someone from the
neighborhood would talk to him the
way he talks to young people today.”

DECEMBER 2016



ZEAR FC

ZEAR FC, IBM, TC-5:
REPRESENTING IN
ARGENTINA
By Timur A. Davis
Photos by ZEAR FC

Zear FC in Argentina,
South America

In what state did you start your craft
of graffiti and how long have you
been a practitioner of the craft?  Did
you start in High School and who
were some of your influences
"Subway Art?”
 
I moved from Argentina to New
York City (Midtown manhattan)1969
…I started tagging on paper in my
school books in public school P.S 111
like the 4th grade. since on my way
to and back from school I use to like
reading the tags in the streets from
local writers and wanted to have my
tag up on the streets to one day. So
my time started way before Subway
art etc!
 

In what country are you located
now?   How do you receive your tag
name Zear and did you go by any
other names prior to your current
writer pseudonym?  Who were some
of the original members of the FC
Crew?
 
I been back in Argentina since 1992.
Well my first tag was Dr.rapski and
it was long and always was the lsat
one to finish and my boys be on the
next block already lol so I started to
do different letters and the best 4
letters where Z E A R not in that
order I just switched them around
until it came out like that ZEAR! As
for FC I was blessed to get down in
1984 by West one and then given
power to recruit other writers. The
first FC heads before me where a
couple
 

“My time
started way
before
Subway
Art...”
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ZEAR FC, IBM, TC-5:
REPRESENTING IN
ARGENTINA
By Timur A. Davis
Photos by ZEAR FC

Zear FC in Argentina,
South America

In what state did you start your craft
of graffiti and how long have you
been a practitioner of the craft?  Did
you start in High School and who
were some of your influences
"Subway Art?”
 
I moved from Argentina to New
York City (Midtown manhattan)1969
…I started tagging on paper in my
school books in public school P.S 111
like the 4th grade. since on my way
to and back from school I use to like
reading the tags in the streets from
local writers and wanted to have my
tag up on the streets to one day. So
my time started way before Subway
art etc!
 

In what country are you located
now?   How do you receive your tag
name Zear and did you go by any
other names prior to your current
writer pseudonym?  Who were some
of the original members of the FC
Crew?
 
I been back in Argentina since 1992.
Well my first tag was Dr.rapski and
it was long and always was the lsat
one to finish and my boys be on the
next block already lol so I started to
do different letters and the best 4
letters where Z E A R not in that
order I just switched them around
until it came out like that ZEAR! As
for FC I was blessed to get down in
1984 by West one and then given
power to recruit other writers. The
first FC heads before me where a
couple
 

“My time
started way
before
Subway
Art...”



 
What was it like rocking a piece on
the train in the early 80s?  What
problems did a writer confronted
with rival crews in the subway
tracks?  How were differences settled
in the early 80s?
 
Rocking a real train in a yard is so
amazing the smell of the yards the
sounds of the train moters its a
special feeling only train writers can
know. As for beef there was always
beef and it was handled one on one
or crew vs crew it was crazy back
then nothing compared to a Graffiti
writers world now a days! 100% facts!
 
How does it feel to be a true “King”
of Subway and Urban Art?  Not only
in the U.S.A. but also in Argentina,
South America based on your
pictures graffiti is respected and
revered in Argentina, is my
assessment correct?
 
I would not say im a KING I always
say im blessed to have grown up in
the real era of Graffiti that was so
different then now a days graffiti. We
had to make our own homemade
markers and find caps from diferent
cleaning product spraycans ,,,now a
days they sel everything you need
and that takes the thrill and joy of a
real graffiti artist life! South America
like Argentina has a big graff scene
that’s for real b it’s a worldwide thing
now a days. You cant find a country
or place on earth that doesn’t have
graff in it. No way its heavy and its
global now! So im just glad to be 52
years old and im still doing what I
love to do for 44 years now. So I am
mad blessed even my younger son
who is now 24 that’s a graffiti artist
and a tattoo artist. Rock a wall with
your seed is so crazy. You look to
your side and your son is rocking
with you that’s a super dope feling!
Cant ask for more in my life!
 
What graffiti crews do you represent
and what states do social groups
stem from?
 
I rep FC, IBM, FBA, XMEN and TC5
those are more than crews those are
familys. Im a True New York state of
mind dude even living in Argentina
my heart is in NYC!
 
 
 

Have you had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract work
with your acquired art skills?
 
Ya I have done work for many name
brand company I mean many local
brands from Argentina to Worlwide
Namebrands and a lot of people in
the Hip Hop world true legends so I
always say im blessed to keep doing
what I love to do and make some
money of it at the same time! Thanks
for giving me this space to share my
life and love for the Real Graffiti
world. So mad love to you and a
special shout out to all my FC-IBM-
XMEN-FBA-TC5 family worldwide!
Much love and stay blessed!
 
 

I rep FC, IBM, Xmen, and
TC5 we are more than

crews. We are family...!



 

Timur: In what state did you

start you craft of graffiti and

how long have you  been a

practitioner of the craft?  Did

you start in High School and

who were some of your

influences "Subway Art" ? 

 

4Sakn: I started doing graffiti

in NJ. I have been an active

writer for 20 years. Coming

up big influences was my

homie Bishop, Syko, Nace

and many other heads

around the country.

Undercover, Scribble, 12 oz,

Can Control,  and def subway

art.

 

Timur: How do you receive

your tag name 4Sakn and did

you go by any other names

prior to your current writer

pseudonym? 

 

Timur: I made it up for myself

after trying a few names out

that didnt stick.

 

 

4sakn made sense to me as I

have always felt the things I

have been into have been

shun by society. Funny how

times change.

 

Timur: What graffiti crews do

your represent and what

states do they stem from?

 

4Sakn: I represent CBS Cant

Be Stopped Crew, Cali Grown

and now world wide.

 

Timur: Have you had an

opportunity to engage in

freelance or contract work

with your acquired skills?

 

4Sakn: I been fortunate

enough to make so decent

cash here and there. But

nothing insane. I love graffiti

and will be doing til I kick the

bucket.

 

Sakn by 4Sakn, location 4th Avenue

and Abington, Newark, NJ

Photograph by Timur A. Davis 

.

"I represent CBS
Cant Be Stopped
Crew, Cali Grown

and now
worldwide..." 

4 Sakn

Photo by Timur Davis 



Timur: There are five

elements to Hip-Hop Culture,

how important is the

element of graffiti in Hip-Hop

Culture? 

 

4Sakn: They all have there

own level of importance. I

dont really rank them

because I love them all but I

do graff so that ones the

most important to me. Its the

art of a movement and

culture. Although as much as

I associate graffiti with Hip

Hop I just as much associate

it with Punk and

skateboarding. But thats me.

Timur:  How many art

exhibits have you been

featured in and how was the

experience?  Can you please

highlight your experience in

the Morris Town - Aerosol

Exhibit? I have been in some

really great exhibitions, from

Washington dc, to LA and

then around the corner in

Jersey City. 

The Morris Museum I feel is a

big step as this is a

legitimate  museum that just

became Smithsonian

Affiliates. The homie Will

Kasso hooked it up and the

Museum was great and easy

to work with. They have a

great team over there!! Big

Ups to Ron and Mira!

 

Timur: What are some of your

current art projects?

 

4Sakn:  Im currently just

refocusing back on doing big

burners. I feel like the last 6

months I have been super

busy with work and other art

projects that I didnt get to

paint as much as I would

have liked so I want to try

and make up for that lost

time and see whats up as it

goes!

 

 

 

 

Sakn by 4Sakn

.







History of  South African Graffiti
By Timur A. Davis
 

South African Graffiti To go back a few decades –
around the 80s to be precise – would find you in the
origins of South African graffiti. It was the days before
Montana cans with specialised caps that aid in finer
lines and less drips. The days of Sprayon bought
cheap from hardware stores, thrown haphazardly
into a backpack to rattle around as you made your
way trackside to paint the fresh steel of the city’s
trains. The style was crude and unrefined, copied out
of international graffiti books like Subway Art and
Spraycan Art by documentarians like Henry Chalfant
and Martha Cooper (Mann, 2016). Some of the
leading practitioners in Subway Arts in the United
States of America during the later 70s were Lee
Quinones aka Lee,  Seen TC5, Skeme TDS, Doc, and
Dez TFA.  Many writers who engaged in Subway Art
were committed to depicting the social reality of
America’s Social Economic reality such as The Cold
War between the USA and USSR and Lee’s Urban Art
illustrated such reality with “Stop the Bomb,” and
“Earth is Hell.” As Hip-Hop Culture became global
artists all over the world expressed the intense reality
of Political Corruption, Military States, Poverty, and
the Cultural Hegemony of Elitism.

 

 

 

Artists such as Gogga, Flako, and
MakOne1 and many other in South
Africa rebelled against the
political regime of Apartied

T H E M B A  X M E N
S O U T H  A F R I C A
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South Africa indigenous population suffered
Apartheid and artists such as Gogga, Flako, and
MakOne1and many others in SA rebelled against
the political regime of  Apartheid and protested
against such political impropriety The African
National Congress, Inkatha Freedom Party and
Pan African Congress engaged in covert and
overt political means to struggle against the
Cultural Hegemony. For all of the public’s past
disdain surrounding graffiti and street art in
South Africa however, it is now becoming a
commonly accepted art form.

 

 

Photos provided by Themba



 

There are a number of contributing factors towards
this, namely graffiti walking tours, brands that make
use of the aesthetic in advertising, the role of social
media, and rapidly urbanised areas that make use of
commissioned graffiti. Most, if not all of these things,

now offer graffiti writers a chance to make a profit out
of their work (Mann, 2016). Cale Waddacor in his article
Urban Renaissance: The African Graffiti Movement
asserted, “ Unlike the classic New York graffiti style,

euro-style, and Brazil’s pichação, African graffiti
doesn’t have its own easily recognisable style. Most of
the artists have drawn inspiration from abroad
through books, music videos and the internet. Slowly
but surely more African-based artists are exploring
their own unique surroundings and incorporating
original African designs into their work.”  ale Waddacor
points out that graffiti which is carried out by graffiti
writers largely adheres to a few unwritten rules.

Property that is never to be tagged includes residential
property, historical monuments, and places of worship
amongst others. Similarly, respect for other artists
work comes in the form of a hierarchy, namely—throw-

ups cover tags, pieces cover throw-ups, and murals
cover pieces. Never the other way around.

 

 

 

South African Graffiti Artists and
Urban Renaissance

Photos provided by Themba

Photos provided by Themba
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Technical Definitions
 
In the library technical sense, a "magazine" paginates with each
issue starting at page three. Likewise, a "journal" has continuous
pagination throughout a volume. Thus Business Week, which
starts each issue anew with page one, is a magazine, but the
Journal of Business Communication, is a journal. 
 
Some professional or trade publications are also peer-reviewed.
Academic or professional publications that are not peer-
reviewed are generally professional magazines. The fact that a
publication calls itself a "journal" does not make it a journal in
the technical sense. The Wall Street Journal is actually a
newspaper.
 
 
History of Magazine Publication
 
The earliest example of magazines was Erbauliche Monaths
Unterredungen which was launched in 1663 in Germany. It was
a literary and philosophy magazine. The Gentleman's Magazine,
first published in 1731, in London, is considered to have been
the first general-interest magazine.
 
Edward Cave, who edited The Gentleman's Magazine was the
first to use the term "magazine," ultimately derived from the
Arabic: مخازن  makhazin ("storehouses") by way of the French
language.

Twenty years from now you will
be more disappointed by the
things you didn’t do than by the
ones you did do.
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Magazine Distribution
 
Magazines can be distributed through the mail, through sales 
by newsstands, bookstores, or other vendors, or through free
distribution at selected pick-up locations. The subscription
business models for distribution fall into three main categories.
 
In the paid circulation model, the magazine is sold to readers
for a price, either on a per-issue basis or by subscription, where
an annual fee or monthly price is paid and issues are sent by
post to readers.
 
Non-paid publication means that there is no cover price and
issues are given away, for example in street dispensers, airline
in-flight magazines, or included with other products or
publications. Controlled circulation is the model used by many
trade magazines distributed only to qualifying readers, often for
free and determined by some form of survey.
 
 

Photos provided by Themba



THEMBA “DREDA” MALAZA
Themba “Dreda” Malaza is Johannesburg’s
pioneer Aerosol Artist, a member of the
international Hip-Hop movement known as the
XMEN WORLDWIDE by way of Keo XMEN,
Mzantsi Street Exhibits organisation and Best
Blend Creative Inc. Dreda has produced murals
throughout South Africa for Government
Departments and the corporate world.
Simultaneously, he was involved in numerous
exhibitions, workshops, master classes and
community-based projects. Styles and the City
of Gold events which are both internationally
renowned. He is exhibiting his artworks at
Grayscale Store, the longest standing graffiti
supplies store in Johannesburg. The longest
wall mural in history has just been completed
and Dreda was one of the selected artists to be
involved in the project.

 

In 2012, he and a group of friends founded
Tabalaza Art Fair whilst employed as a freelance
artist by Kwela X-press and KG Group producing
cartoons. His work has been featured in various
art books namely, Graffiti South Africa by Cale
Waccador and World Piecebook by Dave "Chino"
Villorente who was the graffiti editor of the United
States-based The Source magazine. He has
created a community building project titled 50
Chromies about self-love and unity. Dreda also
hosts bi-monthly Aerosol Art master classes. He
has recently painted alongside South Africa's
best graffiti artists at the Meeting of
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Blassingame  was one of the preeminent

scholars of the enslaved African Americans

he wrote the following books:  The Slave

Community (1972) , lBlack New Orleans,

1860 -1880 (1973) , Slave Testimony, and 

 The Frederick Douglass Papers.   He also

co-wrote scholarly books with Mary Frances

Berry, a prodigious scholar from University

of Pennsylvania.  

 

 

 

 

DR. JOHN
BLASSINGAME

            (1940-2000)
 John Wesley  Blassingame
was one of the preeminent
scholars in the study of
enslaved African Americans 
 
 
 

John Blassingame, a scholar of the history

of slavery in America and a former

chairman of the African-American Studies

program at Yale University,  He was able to

establish a new  historiography concerning 

 African American in the United States of

America. He received his B.A. from Fort

Valley State University, and in 1961 received

an M.A. from Howard   University.  In 1970,

he became a professor at Yale University

after graduating from Yale with his M. Phil

and Ph.D.  Blassingame taught history at

Howard University, Carnegie Mellon

University, and the University of Maryland.

He was a dedicated erudite teacher who

taught Souther, African American, and

Urban History.   He instilled discipline and 

 encouragement in his students.

 

By Timur A. Davis and
Ahi Baraka 
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Manuel "Prins" Acevedo: American Artist 
By Timur A. Davis
 
Manuel “Prins”  Acevedo is a multi-disciplinary
artist born in 1964 and raised in the Vailsburg
section of  Newark, New Jersey. He was born
three years prior to the 1967 Newark rebellion
which he  inadvertently influenced by social
activism during the 60s and 70s. Unfortunately,
during the 1970s the Heroine Pipeline became a
pandemic throughout the United States of
America which had taken many innocent lives
via the Prison Industrial Complex and Death.  As
a young lad, Manuel found a constructive way of
dealing with the Social Nihilism by developing
art,  great parenting, family, and unconditional
friendships.Manuel attended Arts High School in
Newark, NJ and received great mentorship in
Fine and Industrial Arts through aka Mr. Wally
Karejko aka Mr. K.  
 
 

PRINS TC5 NAM

In 1976, City Without Walls, a nonprofit artistic
organization organization in the City of Newark,
New Jersey by  Glenngo King and Thomas
Micchelli which hosted an Urban Art show in
1984 with legendary graffiti artists: Keo, Too
Sweet Hak, Revenge, Tame, Porn, Cuz, Keo, and
Doc in which some of the said above artist were
featured in a documentary in 1984 entitled The
Writing on the Wall.  John Carli and Henry
Chalfant, Art Historians were also featured in the
documentary film.  In the early 1980s, some of
the most prominent graffiti crews in Newark were
NRG lead by J-Starr and Jeru, NAM created by
Prins, LTD developed by Porn and Tame, and
TWS created by Pez.



Prins is a prominent Urban Artist and is known
for developing graffiti murals during the early
80s with the legendary graffiti crew The Cool 5
aka TC-5 painting with legends such as Staf27,
Doc, Sye, Sees, and Beam. Prins was a leader in
the Urban Art world prior to block buster
movies such as: Beat Street and BreakIn.  
 
His work combines projected image, wall
drawing, animation, and photography to
explore how light and movement shape
experience. Through various media, he
employs visual language in ways that
transform flat, static images into active 
spaces of experimentation.
 
 
 

Prins is a Prominent Urban Artist
and is known for developing murals
during the early 80s





EYES ON YOU - MURAL IN

NEWARK, NJ

 

SYE, PRINS, and STAF 27 -

TRAIN MURAL  
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Morris
Museum
By Timur A. Davis

Photos by Timur A. Davis and Acet TM7

A E R O S O L  S T R E E T  A R T
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In what state did you start you
craft of graffiti and how long
have you been a practitioner of
the craft?  Did you start in High
School and who were some of
your influences "Subway Art?” 
 
 
 
I was first introduced to graffiti
through my older brother. Since I
can remember, he was always
catching tags and practicing his
handstyle in sketchbooks that I
would see as a little kid. I would
stare at his tag for hours and try
to understand what it was. One
day, when I was 13, I got on my
skateboard, took one of my
brother’s cans of Krylon and
wrote my tag under a bridge near
my house. I started catching tags
and throw-ups when I was
around 13 years of age, but I really
didn’t get serious about it until I
was a little older. I have been
doing graffiti for about 21 years
now. In high school, myself and
few other kids really got into
black books. We would try to do
full color double page sketches
and always be trading books.
Being from NJ, being so close to
NYC a lot of my early influences
came from NJ and NY. I would
always ride around Jersey and
take the train to NYC and look at
the newest graffiti productions
from all the talented writers from
NJ and the NYC area.
 

 
In what state are you located
now?   How do you receive your
tag name Acet and did you go
by any other names prior to
your current writer
pseudonym?
 
 
 
I currently reside in Philly.
When I was younger, I messed
around with a couple different
names but never really liked any
of em that much. This sounds so
cliche, but one day I was staring
at a spray can and I saw the
chemical ‘acetone’, I thought to
myself…Acet One, I been writing
that ever since. Some of my alias
I have painted over the years
are: Fusha, Fusia, Guter and
Peach.
 
 
 

How does it feel
to be a true
“Queen” of

Subway and
Urban Art?!



To be honest, I don’t see myself
as a queen of subway and urban
art... Growing up, I was really
into skateboarding. In the early
90’s, there was probably only a
handful of female
skateboarders.. when I would
skate with my friends- I was
always outnumbered by dudes. I
would get comments like, “girls
can’t skate”, it was as if being a
female and skateboarding was a
rare occurrence. The negativity
and lack of female
representation in skateboarding
and graffiti that I witnessed,
only fueled me to prove to
everyone that women were
capable of not only participating
in these “ male-dominated
sports”..but that they could
excel at these “sports” as well.
My mindset was… people gonna
talk sh-t and hate on me and tell
me I can’t do...
My goal isn’t to push the
boundaries and constantly
elevate my style — as a "female
writer"… When I paint, I’m
competing with everyone, male
or female. That is why I also was
attracted to the graffiti name I
chose, because it is an
ambiguous name.. you cannot
tell if its a male or female
writing that name. I want
people to objectively see my
pieces, and decide if its dope or
not.. I don’t want people to
say, “That piece is good….for a
girl writer.” There is no reason,
the standards for style
and dopeness should be
lowered simply because you are
a female.hat they do? Okay… I’m
gonna work ten times harder
and smoke the competition.
 

 
How many art exhibits have you
been featured in and how was
the experience?  Can you please
highlight your experience in the
Morris Town - Aerosol
Exhibit?  What are some of your
current art projects:
 
I have been featured in about
around 30 art exhibits, each
experience has been unique and
I definitely learn something new
about myself and other artists
involved each time. Being a part
of many exhibits and being
exposed to so many different
styles has made me appreciate
the different expressions of art I
have seen throughout my life.
My experience being a part of
the Morris Museum Aerosol:
Graffiti/Street Art in New
Jersey was an exciting and huge
accomplishment for me. I am so
grateful that I was able to be a
part of that exhibit and not only
rep for my home state of NJ but
to represent as a women of
color in graffiti art. I am
currently working on
illustrations for 2 different
children’s books, one of which I
am also writing the story for.
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In what state did you start you

craft of graffiti and how long

have you been a practitioner of

the craft?  Did you start in High

School and who were some of

your influences "Subway Art?”

 

For me the way it started was that

when I was around 11 I moved

from NY to NJ and I would travel

back and forth seeing buildings

and highways hit up not really

knowing what it was but having

my walkman on while my parents

drove and looking out the

window.  Eventually I got bored in

class and around freshman year in

high school I started drawing like

band names I always remember

writing cypress hill in a metal

way probably like 5 inches big but

eventually I started drawing more

and more and was doing really

wack letters not even graff style.

 At that time I was really getting

into hip hop/metal and music like

that and would just draw all the

time catch bathroom tags

with sharpie writing stupid names

putting stickers up but nothing

important and eventually I

started recognizing what graffiti

really was around central nj 

 

 seeing fh, mayhem and death

kult  and random things off the

high way.  I remember always in

way north jersey on ny border

seeing an Abort simple on the

side of a mountain and Savior IRS

on 440 I believe and I always

thought IRS was government shit

til I knew what was up.  Other

then like 2 friends I would write

with I had no influences in

the beginning on the sense of

painting just catching tags until I

ventured into the scene and met

writers now I'm here lol.

 

In what state are you located

now?   How do you receive your

tag name NAB and did you go by

any other names prior to your

current writer pseudonym?

 

Shout out to WSA and Abba all

those people were awesome and

held me down whether painting

or being great people.

 I don't know how I got NAB

eventually I just kinda stuck with

it I would always

write different names but

eventually I didn't know

anyone writing NAB and I like the

letters and I just dig it so I kept it

going.  I like the flow of the letters

too.

 

How does it feel to be a true

“writer” of Subway and Urban

Art?

 

Just have to be active to be a

true writer I don't bomb at all

as much but I still will catch my

tags and do missions here and

there but to be a writer you have

to be active and have your name

for people to see and not through

internet posts.  I love catching tags

and then when its chill to

piece I don't think it will ever leave

me.  Its phases you go in and out of

but it never leaves you I got a

decent job but I've also missed

work cause of having to spend a

few days in jail but thats part of it,

only the people in the scene would

probably understand.  Shout out

to my boss.
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Timur: How long have you practiced

as an Entertainment Lawyer and

what is you focus?

Atty Cassandra:January will be my

ten-year anniversary as an

Entertainment Lawyer.  I work on all

types of contracts (drafting, review,

negotiation), intellectual property

(copyrights and trademarks—

registration, maintenance, defense,

licensing, etc.), business formation

(helping clients set up LLCs or

corporations), helping clients get set

up with and maintain registrations

with PROs (ASCAP, BMI, SESAC) and

SoundExchange.  In addition, I am a

college professor in the Music

Business department at NJCU. 

 

Timur: Who were some of your

mentors in Entertainment Law?

How important is protecting one's

Intellectual Property?

Atty Cassandra: Prior to becoming a

lawyer myself, I worked at a couple

independent labels, a booking

agency, a record store, and interned

at an entertainment law firm.  One

of the labels was Lookout! Records, a

punk rock label based in Berkeley,

California with releases by artists

such as Greenday, Operation Ivy,

Rancid, The Donnas, and many

others.  My time there really helped

me fall in love with the music

industry.

 

Everyone was like a family and was so

passionate about the music, and I am

forever grateful for my experiences

there.  There I was able to learn how

radio charts work, how mail order

works, release schedules, street teams,

marketing a record, planning a tour,

etc.  I was also fortunate to have some

great Professors at NYU who were

practicing Entertainment Lawyers and

providing some helpful insights to me

when I was starting my career.

 

 

It is extremely important for artists to

make protect their intellectual

property.  Most of the value in the

music industry comes from intangible

assets, such as songs, name/brand

recognition, sound recordings, etc.  In

order to protect these assets, you need

to make sure that you have written

agreements in place with collaborators,

as well as making sure to register your

copyrights, register the trademark in

your name, register your catalog with a

PRO and SoundExchange, etc.  You also

have to be proactive about maintaining

and protecting your intellectual

property once it has been registered to

try to stop and prevent any

infringement.  These are things that an

Entertainment Attorney can assist you

with.

 

 

 

Attorney Cassandra Spangler

Pictured near Urban Graffiti 

.

Cassandra Spangler: Speaks
On  Hip Hop and  Securing 
 Your Intellectual Property 
 

Photograph provided by Attorney Spangler

Timur: How have Hip-Hop Culture

impacted upon the Entertainment

Industry and how much revenue is

generated annually from Hip Hop

Entertainment in terms music and

television in terms music and video

streaming and downloads, touring

and merchandising? What is the

International and United States GDP

for Hip Hop genre of music, movies,

and television production?

 

Atty Cassandra: Hip hop has had a

huge impact on the Entertainment

Industry.  It took a while for the

industry to embrace it, but now it is

one of the top-selling genres.  Some

recent statistics show that hip hop

accounted for more total music

consumption during year 2018 than

any other genre.  It also dominates the

Billboard charts and does not show

any signs of slowing down anytime

soon.  Hip hop has also spilled over

into other facets of entertainment,

such as TV and film.  You have shows

like “Growing Up Hip Hop”, “Atlanta”,

“Empire”, and many others, as well as

hip hop artists starring and doing

cameos in feature films, hip hop

records on soundtracks, etc.  It really

has permeated popular culture.

 

 

By Timur A. Davis 



Revenue from recordings is starting to

go back up for the first time in a

while, which is great.  In the

meantime, artists and the industry

have also gotten more creative about

generating revenue from other

sources, such as touring,

merchandise, endorsements, etc.  As

an artist, you have to be aware of all

potential income streams and make

sure you are maximizing them all. 

 This also goes back to the point

above about making sure to protect

your intellectual property.

 

Timur: Who are some entertainers 

you have had to in the

Entertainment Industry?

 

Atty Cassandra: I represent a wide

variety of artists, producers, managers,

indie labels, songwriters, fashion

designers, composers, and other

individuals involved in the industry. 

You can find more information on my

website,

www.cspanglermusiclaw.com, as well

as my Instagram (@cspanesq), my

Twitter (@cspanmusiclaw), and my

Facebook page

(www.facebook.com/music.attorney)

 

Timur: How important is Graffiti art

form in Hip-Hop Entertainment

Industry?

 

Atty Cassandra: It is said that there

are four elements of hip hop culture—

emceeing, DJing, b-boying, and

graffiti/writing.  You have a long

history of graffiti and hip hop coming

together in the South Bronx back in

the 1970s, and there has been a

strong association between the two

ever since.  Of course, graffiti exists

outside of hip hop, and hip hop exists

outside of graffiti, but I think that,

especially for the classic hip hop

sound, graffiti provides a visual art

element to the music.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As with music artists, it is also important

for graffiti writers to understand their

intellectual property rights and,

depending on the nature of the work,

make sure these rights are protected

and defended.  You have started to see

this arise with cases over the past few

years, such as lawsuits by graffiti writers

against fashion lines for using their

artwork on clothing without a license, as

well as lawsuits involving trademarks,

lawsuits by writers related to

unauthorized photographs of their work

on social media, etc., and trademark-

related lawsuits, such as the current suit

by Banksy against an Italian company

for selling unauthorized merchandise

bearing his name and works.  I think we

will start to see more and more of these

issues due to social media.



J U D Y  W A Y N E

P A R T  O F  T H E  " O N  H O L I D A Y "  S E R I E S

BY T IMUR A.  DAVIS

Rakim: The Perennial
Hip-Hop Entertainer 
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William Michael Griffin Jr aka Rakim

Allah (widely known as Rakim) was

born January 28, 1968 in

Wyandanch, New York, a

predominantly African-American

community with a demographic of

roughly 11,000 people. Wyandanch

is about 45 minutes from Queen, NY

via the Long Island Rail Road. His

mother was known for her singing

voice, and his father, William Griffin,

Sr.,  manaan appreciation for all

genres of music (with a particular

emphasis on jazz and soul). His 

brother, Ronnie, was aged Jazz

musicians. Under the tutelage of his

soft spoken father and his mother,

who sang jazz and opera, William

Jr.’s musical abilities were cultivated

at an early age. He and his two older

brothers, Ronnie and Stevie, learned

how to play various instruments

early in life. According  to the

website Hip Hop History, William Jr.

learned how to play the saxophone

and drums and developed 

touring keyboardist in early rap star

Kurtis Blow's band. The Griffin

brothers come from musical stock:

their aunt was “Queen Of R&B”

Ruth Brown, who had so many hit

records in the 50s that her label at

the time, Atlantic, was referred to

as “The House that Ruth Built.”  His

brother Ronnie played the

saxophone and had the

opportunity to work with artists

like Miles Davis and Kurtis Blow,

“Influenced by the sounds of Hip

Hop greats like the Treacherous

Three, Grandmaster Caz of the Cold

Crush Brothers as well as The

Furious Five, Rakim perfected his

skills and was determined to take a

unique approach to his style of

rhyme. Once he crafted his

rhyming skills, he began

performing around town as a solo

artist by the name of Kid Wizard”

(Hip-Hop History, 2019).  Rakim was

considered a child prodigy by

many because of his lyrical emcee

skills and his discernment of music.

    

As a child he was called Pop by his

peers because he acted older than

his age. During the early 1980s, He

was a member of several rap

groups, including Almighty Five

MC’s and The Love Brothers

members Rashan, Snake, Cool

Breeze, and G-Stro. The groups were

influenced by The Cold Crush

Brothers. He  continued to hone his

skills in emceeing.  As a youngster,

he was an active high school

football player with aspirations of

attending college (SUNY) and going

to the National Football League

(NFL), while also playing baritone

saxophone with the Wyandanch

High School Band.  Music was all

around Rakim, with his parents and

siblings all being musicians.  He

changed the dynamics of the Hip-

Hop Industry in so many different

ways. I do not recall him using a lot

of profanity in his lyrics and I did not

hear misogyny nor see negative

depictions of women. 

By Timur A. Davis  and
Tarikh Bandele 

 



Earths, a urban-centered offshoot of
the Nation of Islam. He was first
exposed to the Nation of Gods &
Earths from a chance encounter at  a
train station in Long Island. A young
man (who was a member of the
Nation of Gods & Earths) approached
Rakim, asking him for train fare to get
home. It was the intelligent way that
the young man spoke that sparked
an interest in Rakim about the NGE.
He immediately began studying the
teachings of the Nation of Islam and
developed a thorough understanding
of the literature. After much thought,
he adopted the name Rakim Allah.
He combined the name Ra in honor
of the Egyptian sun God of the same
name and Kim, which was the
ancient name for Egypt (KMT
translated to “land of the black
people”). In addition, Rakim also
meant “writer” which was a from
Wyandanch. It was Toney who also
introduced Rakim to Eric B. A week
later, Eric B. and Rakim took a train
ride from Wyandanch to
Queensbridge, a section of Queens,
NY., to meet with Marley Marl. Marley
Marl and Mr. Magic were two of the
biggest names in Hip Hop at that
time. Marley produced many rap
artists, like MC Shan, Kool G. Rap, Biz
Markie, Roxanne Shante, and Big
Daddy Kane (who, subsequently,
were all members of his Juice Crew
group during that time). clear
representation of his true destiny 
( 2019).  He became selfless candidate
to further the cause of knowledge,
wisdom, and understanding and
promoted freedom, justice and
equality  in his personal life and
positively influenced others to
conduct themselves in a civilized
manner. 2013, The Source Magazine
ranked Rakim top emcee of all time.
In 1986, Rakim was introduced to DJ
and producer Marley Marl and MC
Shan by fellow DJ Eric B., by way of
his friend Alvin Toney, who was 
 

Rakim was reluctant to sign a record
contract because he intended to
attend SUNY at Stony Brook College,
to play football. While in the studio,
Marley did not agree with Rakim’s
laid back rap flow.  However, Rakim
was reluctant to change his flow. In
1986, he and Eric B. signed to
Harlem-based Zakia Records by its
CEO Robert Hill. Their debut album,
Paid in Full, was released on July 7,
1987. Widely popular at the time, it
spawned at least five singles,
including “I Ain’t No Joke,” and “I
Know You Got Soul”. According to
the website Interview Blog, “Paid in
Full not only proved a commercial
success; it pioneered a new form of
hip-hop”. In 2006, MTV Magazine
ranked Paid in Full  as the Greatest
Hip Hop album of all time. Rakim
came from a musical background
from his immediate family.  Once his
skills were up to par, he began
performing around town as a solo
artist. He is extremely relevant in
today’s Hip-Hop world. With classic
masterpiece albums such as: Paid in
Full, Follow the Leader, Let the
Rhythm Hit ‘Em, Don’t Sweat the
Technique and solo albums The 18th
Letter, and The Seventh Seal, he
changed the socio-dynamics of the
Hip-Hop Industry with thought
provoking ideas and a cool “John
Coltrane” flow and demeanor, which
enhanced America and the world.
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Urban Fashion is a Multi-Billion Dollar industry for
decades the world send Hip-Hop Fashion and consumers
were able to purchase from companies such as:
Rocawear, Wu-Wear, Mountain Gear, Cross Colors, P&B,
Fubu and many others.  The fashion industry changed
over the last three decades with the changing dynamics
of the entertainment industry and computer technology.
Despite technological advancement, the historically
consumers we able to purchase suits, shoes, and
clothing from skilled craftman tailors and seamstress  in
Urban communities.  Parents were skilled in making
clothes for their children and loveones which was an
integral part of the family social structure.     The social
engineering of fashion in the United States of America
was heavy influenced by African-American and Latin-
American Cultures in the rhythm and balance in the
fashion design .i.e., The Yezzy brand of Kanye's Addidas
sneakers which is currently a multi-billion dollar brand.
The Patrick Ewing and Air Jordan sneakers is a major
impact of urban consumers who spend circa 2 trillion
dollars annually.    

 
 Unfortunately, many tailor shops closed with the
owners offspring following the traditions of the
craftmanship.  Fortunately, Med and Sy Cotton are
following the traditions of fashion developed King of
What I Do  boutique fashion shop in the fashion district
on 4 Bradford Place in Newark, New Jersey.   

KING OF WHAT I DO
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Med interest in Fashion designing was developed
observing his Mother's elegant taste of apparell wearing
beautiful coats, shoes, dresses, and hats. He asserted, "If
you look good on the outside, you feel good on the
inside." He was also encouraged by his interest in Hip-
Hop's element of Graffiti as practitioner and socializing
with (Bern 160 and Ran 110 from Newark, NJ )and follow
artists in New York, New York.  
 
 

MED FASHION
CULTURE 

By Timur A. Davis and  Sy Cotton

Photo by Timur Davis 



Med's Grandmother, a seamstress 
 taught him how to sew at the age of
seven.  and sewed his first pair of
pajamas at the age of nine.   
  
Timur:  What impact did graffiti
play with your fashion line: 
 
Med: Graffiti is the foundation  of
the Hip-Hop Fashion.  I ran with 
Bern160 , Ran110, and Harold (rest
in peace) during the early 80s
Bombing from New Jersey to New
York, State to state.  I would
incorporate my artwork on jackets
and jeans.  When you Bomb, you get
paint all over your clothes writing
on trains and you develop creative
ideas from that as well. Also the
fashion was there  with Pumas,
Adidas, and British Walkers and the
overall Hip Hop Fashion.  
 
 

Graffiti is the
Foundation
of Hip-Hop
Fashion...

Photography by  Timur Davis

Photography by  Timur Davis
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In what state did you start you

craft of graffiti and how long

have you been a practitioner of

the craft?  

 

Did you start in High School and

who were some of your influences

"Subway Art?” - I started tagging

in middle school, 7th grade...i

used to write "Kemo", most ppl in

my neighborhood still call me

that. I came from a split family,

went to school in belleville n my

dad lived on Garside in Newark so

i was influenced by alot of north

newark writers i saw growing up.

Syko, Tac, Tens, Seke, Aroe, Rave

to name a few...Basically got into

piecing from Syko, he taught me

alot of can control n tricks of the

trade. SGK crew actually wanted

to beat me up before i met them

cuz i would always side bust their

pieces when i was a kid not

knowing the rules. Then i bumped

into them and was all fan-boy'd

out cuz i looked up to them all,

plus i had no clue they wanted to

kick my ass, but they thought i

was a grown dude doing it, didnt

realize i was a kid not knowing

the ropes. 

 

 

  Did you have any formal training

in fine arts and illustration? -

intially, no. My moms an artist, my

older brother....i grew up drawing.

But after i realized i didnt wanna

have a regular 9-5 i went to school

for visual communications, got

my degree, now i pay the bills

with graphic design.

 

How does it feel to be a true

“Artist” of Subway and Urban

Art?  Who where some of your

influences? 

 

- its interesting to say the least. Its

cool to meet ppl who were

influenced by you that u had no

idea u were influencing. But along

with the love comes alot of hatred

thats unjust because of whatever

reasons....nowadays ppl will hate

on you because you forget to

respond to an instagram

comment, but that a whole other

story....Influences are many....Syko,

Rime, Nace, Rave, Snow, Cycle,

Sub, Per, Styler, Reas, Obey, Tenz,

Can2, Lady Pink....too many to

even think of at the moment.

 

 

What graffiti crews do you

represent and what states do

social groups stem from? -FY,

SGK, FR from Jersey, TNS outta

Philly.

Have you had an opportunity to

engage in freelance or contract

work with your acquired skills? -

Im a professional printer/graphic

artist so everyday with that....but

yeah, ive done a few freelance art

projects....murals, logo designs,

other kinds of graphics. I also

make toys and sculptures.

 

What inspired you to do the

fictional character "Rosie the

Riveter" - We Can Do It! Mural

which depicted American

women roles in labor and

military auxiliary corps during

World War II? -its was for Paint for

Pink event that was a celebration

of awarness for breast cancer and

everyone was doing

names...which graff is about....but i

wanted to do something that

wouldnt exclude any1 that was

powerful but still fun n chill n that

popped into my head. Im a big

fan of that ww2 war posters n all...

 

 



 

They have a good way of getting

ppl to back a righteous cause....at

that time was supporting troops.

But the inspiration was just

powerful women...fighters.

Without one name to it,

something that everyone would

appreciate.

 

There are five elements to Hip-

Hop Culture, how important is

the element of graffiti in Hip-Hop

Culture?- its very important....to

me it was what i needed. Ive

always been a shy person. I dont

like "fame" or being in the lime

light. But i like recognition for my

work. Graff let me be faceless and

let work speak for itself. Theres

alot of ppl out there like me....i

think. Its a cool thing to just leave

artwork and see ppls reaction to

it.....see how long it lasts.....you give

your art to the environment and

see what becomes of it, good or

bad.

 

 

. 

 

How many art exhibits have you

been featured in and how was

the experience?

 

  - ive been in a few...no solo shows

tho. Sold my work at art fairs and

stuff like that.Im still working on

my people skills even at this age.

Ive never been a good

speaker....im socially awkward as

fuck. I try though, but the

experiences ive had so far have

been awesome, but still have

challenges for myself to work on

as far as art and engaging ppl

with it. Like i said, ive been so

used to doing this annomously

that the new trend of what i like

to call "Live Performance Graffiti"

is weird to me....but its how its

evolving and u have to adapt.

 

What are some of your current

art projects? -currently ive been

working on an ongoing mural in

an arcade/retail place....cant give

too mant details as of yet cuz its

still in progress....but its been fun

to say the least.

 

 

 

 



How did you get the idea for
the WritrzBlock Show?
 As a former artist, I know how

difficult it can be to write/produce a

hit record in a short period of time. I

know artists who've done songs in an

hour, so I thought it would be a great

challenge for other artists to test

their songwriting skills.

, when, where, why and how.

 

What are the scenarios of the
concept that makes the content
dynamically different?
 

There's never been a show that

captures the essence of how a song

is created; what motivates them

write, watching the creative process,

how song is structured.

 

 Do you think with today's current
technology it is far more easier and
cost-effective to develop a podcast
or broadcast series show? 

 

Yes. It's definitely much easier than

it used to be. However, we're not

cutting any corners here...we won't

spare the necessary expenses to

ensure that this show will be the

huge success we think it will be.

 

What makes the WritrzBlock show
different from the current or past
reality shows that exist in our
contemporary times?
 
Our show is a "reality show" in the
sense that we are watching artists in
their creative process, from start to
 finish. We don't create scenarios to
get a desired reaction; it's ALL real.
 
How would you show impact
the traditional television and new
media industry of digital downloads
and video streaming? 
 
Streaming has become more
convenient and cost-effective than
traditional television. Given that our
show is presently streaming on
YouTube, and is the first of its kind, I
think it will be a big impact on video
streaming. Even if we were to join
forces with a major TV network,
many of them also stream their shows
online as well, so it all goes back to
streaming...plus its a better way to
gauge how many people are watching
our show.
 Are you currently shopping for
reality series distribution deal for
your Brand? Yes. We have several
opportunities on the table for
distribution on a larger scale, but I
won't really share that until those
deals are solidified.
     

Who are some of your business
partners in this new venture? 
 
I created this show with my son, Bakir
Floyd
Executive Producers: Charles Penn &
Corey Dishman
Producers: Dave Molina & Misty
Blanco
Co-Producers: Tamir & Rajahn Jones
Music Supervisor: Buff Billions 
Audio Engineer: Slugga
Coordinator: Shaunie Walker
 
 Where do you envision Writrz Block
in the next 3 years? 
 
We envision this becoming the new
way to chronicle the way music is
made.
 
 
     

By Timur A. Davis and Shaunie Walker 



Timur: In what state did you start you craft of graffiti
and how long have you  been a practitioner of the craft? 
Did you start in High School and who were some of your
influences "Subway Art"  and How do you receive your
tag name Jaylo and did you go by any other names prior
to your current writer pseudonym?
 
Jaylo: I grew up in Brownsville Brooklyn in the Seth -
Low Houses. Got involved in graffiti in 1982. Early
partners were IC BTP, CERS 501, SLICK OWA, ( R.i.p. )
and 2MUCH PD.   Started painting trains by 1987 with
DUG 167 and POES TF. Mostly the BMT Lines. I was
known back then as JEC BTP. My last time bombing or
shall I say last days of bombing under the alias JEC BTP
was with KONER U5, NASH BBK, DECK WGF, FAZER
WGF, and BMSKE DFF.  The name JLO YNN was
perfected in 1988, when I was running around with the
infamous LO LIFES on St. Johns Place in Crown Heights
as a bag man  ( boosters/shoplifters ). By the early
1990s, I teamed up with STEM YNN, and done many
productions with the YNN Crew. Today, I make a living
off of the graffiti/art by doing heavy commissions,
airbrushing, and numerous art shows back to back. I've
toured many states painting with the Vandal Hour, and
1718 Collective, and have been in the SOURCE
MAGAZINE several times.

I teamed up with Stem YNN, and
done many productions with the
YNN crew...
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